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Of bits and qubits…

Bits: fundamental building blocks of classical 
computers, can be either ON (1) or OFF (0), 
very much like electrical switches 

Qubits: fundamental building blocks of quantum 
computers, can be ON |1>, OFF |0> or any 
SUPERPOSITION in between, a|0> + b|1>, where 
a, b are complex numbers. When measured, 
they collapse to either |0> or |1>!



Classical vs Quantum Computing

Classical computation: sequence of 
classical gates applied on a 
sequence of input bits, followed by a 
readout

Quantum computation: sequence of 
quantum gates applied on a 
sequence of input qubits, followed by 
a readout



What’s the difference?

´ Superposition principle: a|0> + b|1>

´ Complex “amplitudes”

´ Entanglement: (|00> + |11>)/√2; Bell inequalities!

´ Quantum computers can be EXPONENTIALLY faster, 
not just 1’000’000 times faster



What are quantum computers good for?

´ “Global patterns”: seeing the ”forest” without observing the “trees”

´ Example: The sequence 34, 12, 54, 38, 57, 34, 12, 54, 38, 57, 34, 12, … has a 
period of length 5

´ Imagine a sequence with an astronomically large period.

´ With a handful of quantum glimpses: “length of period =  729672482463”. 
Based on Quantum Phase Estimation and Quantum Fourier Transform.

´ “any specific value in the sequence =  ???” 



´ Shor’s algorithm for factoring large numbers (1994) - Exponentially faster 
than any “classical” algorithm

´ Classically:

´ On a quantum computer:



´ Searching through ”unordered” data - Grover’s algorithm (1997)

´ Quadratically faster – 𝑂( 𝑁� ) vs 𝑂(𝑁) 

´ 1’000’000 books – only 1’000 ”queries”!



´ Solving systems of linear equations (2009)  – A. Harrow, A. Hassidim and 
S. Lloyd (2009)

´ Exponentially faster than any classical algorithm



What’s the catch?
´ Quantum computing is fragile
´ Need redundancy (error-correction)

´ There is a way: Quantum Error Correction (P. Shor again)
´ Experimentally, this is a REALLY HARD PROBLEM! We are getting 

there, closer to the threshold!
´ Mostly an engineering problem. Engineers always manage do it 

(somehow)!

No cloning!

The chance of having a quantum computer 
built by 2026 is 1/7, and the chance of 
having one by 2031 increases to 1/2



Want to know (much) more?



New paradigm brings new possibilities

Designing 
new 
materials, 
drugs, etc.

Optimizing What 
else???

Sensing and 
measuring

Secure 
communication



(Quantum) Artificial Intelligence

´ Machine learning: “Learn” without “programming” – computer programs 
that change when exposed to new data

´ Classify large data sets

´ Applications: way too many to list here (Higgs boson, gravitational wave 
detection, self driving cars, movie recommendations, OCR, natural language 
processing, fraud detection, playing go etc)

´ What can ”quantum” bring into the game? Faster algorithms/subroutines!
´ There are already a plethora of very good classical ML algorithms
´ We care about performance, regardless of whether “quantum” or not



Two approaches

´ Use Grover’s searching algorithm 
or HHL algorithm as “subroutines”

´ k-Medians

´ Hierarchical clustering

´ Artificial neural networks (speed-
up the perceptron training)

´ Quantum algorithm for principal 
component analysis

´ Finding nearest–neighbors 

´ Learning with “small systems”

´ Algorithms for reinforced learning

Quantum subroutines Towards a Fully quantum AI

´ Some of those algorithms require access to 
a qRAM

´ Some require a universal quantum 
computer

Challenges



Current state of affairs
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Scott Aaronson The beast

´ Not a universal quantum computer
´ Quantum annealer, not scalable
´ Not clear whether clever classical 

algorithms can beat eventually 
beat it; price/megaflop?!

´ In use by Lockheed Martin via USC, Google and 
NASA

´ Seem to perform very well for certain non-convex 
optimization problems



Exciting times

´ We barely scratched the surface of Quantum AI potential

´ Quantum machine learning has the potential to be one of the great, 
untapped application areas for quantum computation

´ Need more research and collaboration

´ Exciting results when the universal quantum computer will arrive
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